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Stable States of Probabilistic Cellular Automata* 
D.  A.  DAwsoN 
Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
A study is made of the stability of steady states of probabilistic cellular 
automata defined on countable graphs. An important class of states are the 
quasi-deterministic states in which the "error sets" are confined to small 
isolated sets in the graph. In particular, quasi-deterministic states of majority. 
vote systems defined on trees are discussed and criteria for their existence and 
stability are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many areas of applied mathematics such as statistical physics, mathematical 
biology, and mathematical economics, the problem of studying large systems 
of interacting subsystems arises. The problem of the reliability or stability of 
such systems which are subject o internal randomness (noise) is central to these 
studies. The main objective of the investigation is to gain insight into the 
reasons why some systems are degenerate in the sense that there is only one 
possible macroscopic behavior (ergodicity) while others, notably in biology, 
possess a richness of macroscopic states which exhibit remarkable stability in 
spite of internal noise. (For a general discussion of the significance of this problem 
in biology, the reader is referred to Ahan (1972)). 
In this paper we consider this problem for a simple class of systems, the 
class of probabilistic ellular automata. A probabilistic ellular automata is a 
noisy version of the cellular automata introduced by yon Neumann (1966) 
(see also Burks, 1970). The reliability of finite automata was studied in depth 
by von Neumann (1956), Moore and Shannon (1956), and Winograd and 
Cowan (1963) and of growing automata by Lofgren (1963). Since a cellular 
automata is infinite, these analyses cannot be directly applied to the study of 
their reliability, a question which was posed yon Neumann (1966). A second 
difference from the cases previously studied is that cellular automata possess 
feedback loops. As a first step in the study of the reliability of cellular automata 
we propose to study the stability of the fixed points of a cellular medium. In 
Dawson (1973) we have shown that this problem can be reformulated as a 
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stochastic ontrol problem involving boundary control, however, we do not 
adopt this viewpoint in this paper. Another approach to this question is to 
determine criteria for the degeneracy of the system, that is, the ergodicity of 
the system which means that there is exactly one steady state behavior. This 
question has been considered from the point of view of information theory in 
Dawson (1973) and from the metric point of view of Vasserstein (1969). 
2. PROBABILISTIC CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
Let A denote a countable (possibly finite) graph which will be called the 
interaction graph. At each vertex of the graph there is a finite automata (cell) 
whose state space is a finite set S. For each a ~ A, the set N(~) of vertices 
connected to ~ by an edge denotes the set of "inputs" to the automata situated 
at vertex ~. We assume that N(~) is finite for each c¢. The local transition rules 
for the cellular automata re then prescribed by the functions 
q~: S ~l~)U{~) -+ S. 
In other words, if the state at time t of the automata t the vertices/3 ~ N(~) U {@ 
are given by y(/3), then the state of the automata situated at vertex ~ is given by 
q~(y) at time (t @ 1). Let P ~ S A, the configuration space, and for y ~ T', a ~ A, 
let Y~0') denote the ~th coordinate of 7 which is the state of the automata 
located at vertex a. The family of local transition rules {q:: a ~ A} induces a 
transformation T: T' -+/ '  by allowing all the automata to undergo simultaneous 
transitions, that is, 
(T~)(a) ~ q~(TIN(~)u{~W ) (2.1) 
where//By denotes the r striction of the function y to the domain B C A. 
The f ixed points or stationary points of the cellular system form the set 
Since we wish to study the stability or reliability of the system in the presence 
of internal noise we must introduce the probabilistic modification of the cellular 
system with p-unreliable components. We consider the local probability transition 
functions given by: For 0 < p < 1, let 
qa~: S N(a)U{a} @ S ~ [0, 1] 
q~'(H,v(~)w{~})', s  ~- 1 --  p if q~(HN(~)7) = s (2.2) 
~- p/({ S I --  1) otherwise 
where ] S]  denotes the number of elements in the set S. In other words, the 
probability that an error will be made is p and in the case of an error any of the 
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[ S i --  1 incorrect states is equally probable. Given this family of local transition 
probability functions {q~: ~ ~ A} we define the synchronous probability transition 
kernel P(., .) on P as follows: 
I f  B is a finite subset of _d, y ~/"  and x~ ~ S for each e~ ~ B, then 
P(Y, {Y: Y~(7) = x~ for each c~ E B}) = I-I qJ(HN(~)y, x~). (2.3) 
Let ~ denote the Boolean algebra of subsets of P generated by the family 
{g~: c~ ~ A} and let N be the a-algebra generated by ~. Note that P(y, .) then 
defines a probability measure on the measure space (P, ~q). In other words the 
synchronous transition kernel corresponds to the case in which all the noisy 
automata re permitted to make simultaneous transitions. 
We next consider the Markov chain with state space / '  which describes the 
time evolution of the noisy system. Let ~9 _--__ Fzo where Z 0 ------ {0, 1, 2, 3,...}, 
let ~" denote the product a-algebra of subsets of (2 and for n = 0, 1, 2,..., let 
X,~(co) ~/"  denote the nth coordinate of co. Given a finite set jr C A and n >~ 0, 
let ~s ~ --_= cr{X~.~: c~ a jr} where A~,~(@ ----- Y~(X~(co)), and let ~ ~ U {~ss ~: 
J finite, jr C B}. Given an initial probability measure m on (f', ~) we construct 
a measure P,~ on (f~, o~) such that X0,32, ,  X 2 .... is a time homogeneous Markov 
chain with 
P(x0 e c )  = re(a) 
and whose transition probabilities are given by the kernel P(., .). Given such a 
transition kernel P(., .) on (/', ~) we define the operator Tp on ~( / ' ) ,  the set of 
all probability measures on f', as follows: 
Te~(G) = f P(¢, G) ~(d¢). (2.4) 
A measure/,  is said to be stationary (steady state)probability measure for the 
Markov system if Te/, =~/, and we let 0p ~ {/,: Tp/~ /~}. I f  0 e consists of a 
single point, then the system is said to be ergodic. In general 0 e is a convex 
compact subset of dr(F).  
I f  the internal noise is sufficiently intense that is, p is sufficiently near 1/! S f, 
then any structured organization i herent in the system is dissipated and a single 
degenerate macroscopic behavior is possible and the system is ergodic. One 
approach to the study of this aspect of large systems theory is to analyze the flow 
of information throughout the system. In Dawson (1973, 1975) a mathematical 
formulation of information flow in a discrete Markov system was introduced and 
it was demonstrated that the ergodicity of such a system is a result of the 
absence of the flow of information over macroscopic distances. 
In contrast o ergodic systems, we can also consider noisy systems which in 
some sense, behave as a deterministic system. In order to pursue this idea we 
now introduce the concept of a quasi-deterministic state. 
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Let 70 ~ F denote a cellular configuration. Consider the subset E(9,o)C P 
defined so that 9, G E(yo) if and only if the subgraph {~: 9,(~) ~ 9,o(C~)} of _4 
contains an infinite connected subgraph. (A subgraph B C "4 is connected if 
for every pair ~, 13 ~ B there exists a chain ~1, a2 .... , ak ~ B such that ax ~ N(a), 
ai+l ~ N(a~), i ~ 1, 2, 3 ..... k -- 1, and fi ~ N(a~).). A probability measure /~ 
on (F, f~) is said to denote a quasi-deterministic state corresponding to 9,o if 
/~(E(9,0)) = 0. In other words/x is concentrated on configurations which agree 
with 9,o except on "small finite error sets." Such concepts have been introduced 
in the study of percolation processes (see Fisher and Essam, 1961). In the 
remainder of this paper we consider Markov systems which have quasi- 
deterministic states as steady state probability measures. 
Let us return to the case of a general deterministic ellular automata nd 
let T denote the transformation on F which is induced by the local transition 
family {G('): ~ ~ "4}. A configuration 9'8 is said to be a f ixed point for the cellular 
automata i f / '7  o ~ 70 • The fixed point 7o is said to be p-stable if the modified 
system with local transition family {q~(.; "): ~ c d} has a quasi-deterministic 
state associated to 7o • The question of the reliability of cellular automata then 
is the question of the determination of p-stable fixed points. 
Consider a fixed point 9, for a cellular automata nd let F(y) denote the set of all 
configurations Y' such that {~: 9,(~) :/= 7'(~)} is finite. Y is said to be asymptotically 
stable (self-correcting) if for all 7' cF(9,), there exists n ~ Z 0 such that T" 7' -~ 7'. 
A basic open question is the following: Is every self-correcting fixed point 
p-stable ? Of course, the answer to this question may depend on the choice of 
the graph .4. Intuitively, what happens can be described as follows. Due to the 
randomness, mall connected contaminated or error sets are formed. But due to 
the self-correcting nature of the system, these contaminated sets die out. 
Provided that the rate of decay of the contaminated sets exceeds the rate of 
creation of them, we expect that a steady state will be reached in which the 
measure of infinite contaminated sets is zero. However, the difficulty with this 
simple minded picture is the problem of "collisions" of contaminated areas 
since the process must work in such a way as to exclude the sudden formation 
of an infinite connected area of contamination. A special class of self-correcting 
systems will be considered below. The motivation behind this class comes from 
the point of view of reliability theory for cellular automata (Altan, 1972). In 
order to have reliability in the presence of random noise, it is necessary to 
introduce redundancy into the system. A simple type of system with redundancy 
is the class of majority vote systems which have been considered by Vasil'ev et al. 
(1969) and Winograd and Cowan (1963). Given S = {0, 1} and a graph A in 
which for every c~, N(a)  is odd, we define the majority vote system to be the 
deterministic cellular automata in which 
Xn+l, a = 1 if I{fi: Xn,~ = I, [3 c N(~)}t > ½ I N(~)i, 
(2.5) 
= 0 otherwise, 
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where i " [ denotes the number of elements in the set. Clearly the configurations 
0 and 1 are fixed points of this system. We wish to investigate the p-stability of 
these fixed points. Note that in some graphs such as Z ~ in which N(c~) contains 
and the four neighboring sites these fixed points aer not asymptotically stable, 
whereas, in others such as Z 2 in which N(o 0 is chosen to be the "five-by-five" 
square centered at e~ both 0 and 1 are asymptotically stable. 
We also wish to consider stable fixed points for general cellular automata. 
Assume that I S I = M and I N(c~)I ~ N for each ~ and that q~(') is independent 
of ~ • SN(~)U~ } can then be split into M equivalence classes {As: s ~ S} such that 
7 c A s if and only if q~(7) = s. Given two local configurations ~', 7" e S N(~)v(~}, 
the Hamming distance between them is defined by 
d(7', r") =-- I{~: 7'(~) ~ 7"(~))1. 
A fixed point 7o, T7o ~- )'o, is said to be r-redundant if 
for all ~ c _dn where AsC denotes the complement of the set A s . Note that the 
majority vote system is such that 0 and 1 are (21//@ 1)/2-redundant. 
The question of the p-stability of the majority vote system in Z 1 and Z 2 was 
first raised by Vasil'ev et al. (1969). Based on rather extensive computer simu- 
lations, they conjectured that the majority vote system with p-unreliable 
components i ergodic for 0 % p < 1 if £/ = Z 1 but that 0 and 1 are p-stable 
for sufficiently small p if A ~ Z 2. In this paper we settle the question in the 
easier case in which A is an m-tree, J-'* with m ~> 4 (that is, each ~ has m 
neighbors and there are no cycles). The methods introduced can in theory 
also be applied in the Z 2 case, but combinatorial questions f considerable 
difficulty arise and this problem remains open. An analogous ituation arises in 
percolation theory and trees have also been exploited to test out basic ideas in 
this theory (see Fisher and Essam, 1961). In the case of a tree-based cellular 
automata, we go beyond the majority vote system and study the p-stability of 
r-redundant fixed points of general cellular automata. Briefly returning to the Z ~ 
case it should be noted that two stable states (phases, in the terminology of 
statistical physics) have been exhibited for a special class of probabilistic ellular 
automata which correspond to thermodynamic equilibrium, that is, time 
reversible systems (refer to Dobrushin (1968), Dawson (1975) for details)). 
However, the methods used cannot be extended to more general probabilistic 
cellular automata. 
3. CRITERIA FOR P-STABILITY 
In the study of the stability of these systems we are looking for certain types 
of invariant measure. We begin by giving a general criteria for the existence of 
certain types of invariant measure. 
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LEMMA 3. I. If M is a closed convex subset of rid(F) and if T(M) C M, then 
there exists an invariant measure in M. 
n--1 i Pro@ Let / ,  e M. Then for each n, (I/n) Y~i=o T/x a M so that there exists 
k- -1  • 
a subsequence {n~} such that (1/ne)~i-o T*/z ---*/*o E M. Then, because T is 
" nk - -1  " 1 - -  " " " continuous, (i/ne)~i=0 T *+/, --* Tp. 0 as k --* oo. But it 1s easy to verify that 
n/e  
(1/n~) 32i=1 T¢+1/z also converges to/*0 as k --* oo so that T/, o =/~o.  
Now consider the modification of the majority vote system with p-unreliable 
components, (Y2, ~-, P), on a graph A in which l N(c0/ is odd for each a e A. 
We assume the existence of a partial order, > ,  on A which satisfies 
there exists an element s o ~ A such that s > s o for all ~ =/= %,  (3.1) 
seA;  
(3.2) given fl e A, there exists a unique maximal chain 
/3 >/3~ >/3~ > ... >/3~ > so. 
Given/3 ~ A, let A~ ~- {s: s > 13 or ~ =/3}c. A~ is the set of predecessors of/3. 
Let 
R~ ~ Sup [Sup{P(X~,~ = 1 I C~): C~ a ff~}]. (3.3) 
Let 
D,~.~ ~ {w: I {/3: X.,e(~o) = 1;/3 ~ X(s)}l > ½ 1N(s)]} (3.4) 
and let f ( . )  be defined by 
f (R) ~ Sup Sup [Sup{P.(Do,~ I C1): C~ eo~}]  (3.5) 
gaMR, l~  
where 
MR,~ ~ {/*: Sup [Sup{tx(y(s ) = 1 ] C): C ~ ~A~}] ~< R, 
and (3.6) 
/z(G) >~ plZl if G ~ f~B, B finite and G ~- ¢}. 
Also let 
f*(R) = Sup f(t). 
o<t<R 
In the case of a general cellular automata having an r-redundant fixed point 
Y0, let 
R,~(yo) ~ Sup [Sup{P(X..~, v~ yo(S) [ C.): C.  ~ ~A~}], (3.7) 
D~.=(yo) ~ {~o: l{fi: X~,e(co) =/= ~,o(/3);/3 e N(s))l ~ r), 
MR,~ffo) ~- {~: Sup [Sup{~ff(s) 4: to(S) I C); C e #~}]  ~< R 
(3.8) 
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and 
and 
~(G) >~ p;Bl if G ~ f~,  B finite, G @ ~} 




* R fr,~0( ) ~ Sup f ( t ) .  
o<~<R 
LE~aMA 3.2. MR, ~ is a compact subset of ~( l " ) .  
Pro@ Since dd(_P) is compact, it suffices to show that ~Ia, ~ is closed. Let 
/x~ --~/z and n --~ oo with /z n ~ MR,~ • Then, since /x(G) = limn~ ~ tz~(G), 
/~(G) >t- plel if G ~ NB, B finite and G =/= 2~. Now let C ~ f~A~" By definition 
C ~ ~B for some finite B and hence /x(C) )p!B I .  Hence /~(y(c~) = I IC  ) 
~(Z(=) = 1 / C) and therefore /z(~,(~) ~ 1 I C) < R. Hence /z e Ma.v,  com- 
pleting the proof. 
Given a graph A consider the measure/zi, p on (/~, ~) defined so that 
P(r(~) = 1) = p, 
P(7(~) = o) 1 - p, 
and the values at different sites are statistically independent. Let Q(p) be the 
probability that a particular vertex is contained in an infinite connected set of 
vertices at which the value 1 is assumed. The criticalprobability p~ is defined by 
PA = Sup{p: Q(p) = 0}. 
The critical probability has been estimated or its precise value obtained for a 
number of graphs (see, for example, Fisher and Essam, 1961). Hence ifp < PA , 
b~,.~ is a quasi-deterministic state associated with 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  R < PA and i f  tx ~ J]/IR, ~ then i~ is a quasi-deterministic state 
associated with 0. 
Pro@ I f  R < PA and /~ ~MR,~, then we must show that /x(E(0)) = 0. 
From the definition of MR. ~ we have for each finite set B, 
Let G~,~ be the event that there is a connected set of length at least n starting 
from ~. 
Then 
for each n and hence if R < On , 
c~ 
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ThEOReM 3.1. (a) Consider a modified majority vote system with p-unreliable 
components on a graph A and with partial order, >, on A satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). 
I f  the equation 
R = (1 --  2p)f*(R) +p (3.12) 
has a root R*, in the interval (0, ½) then S n MR,,~ =/= 75. 
(b) I f  R* < PA , then 0 is p-stable. 
Proof. Note that if C~+ 1 ~ y,]+l ,  then 
P(X,,+I,. = 1 I C.+l) = (1 - -  p) P(D,,,~ [ C.+~) + pP(DC,~ [ Cn+~). (3.13) 
Hence 
or 
Rn+ 1 -~ (1 --p)f(R**) @p(1 - - f (R . ) ) ,  
Rn+~ ~ (1 - -  2p)f*(R~) -t-p. (3.14) 
I f  Rn < R*, then R,~+~ < R*. This implies that if/~ e MR.~,  T/* ~ MR.~ and 
(a) then follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. I f  R* < PA , then Lemma 3.3 implies 
that the stationary measure found in (a) is a quasi-deterministic state associated 
with 0. Hence 0 is p-stable. 
THEOREM 3.2. Consider the p-modification of the cellular automata with 
p-reliable components and let 7o be an r-redundant fixed point. I f  the equation 
R = (1 - -p ) f * (R)  @p (3.15) 
has a root R* in the interval (0, ½), then Yo is p-stable for sufficiently small p. 
Proof. I f  Cn+ 1 ~ ff2+1, then 
+ p(1 --  P(D.,~ I C,,+1)). 
Hence 
R,+ 1 ~ (1 - -p) f*(R~) +p.  
The proof then follows in the same way as that of Theorem 3.1. 
4. R-REDUNDANT CONFIGURATIONS ON TREES 
We now consider the special case in which d is a tree 3 -m. I f  m is even, we 
include c~ in N(~) whereas if m is odd, we exclude ~ from N(c0; hence in all eases 
I N(a)l is odd. The family of graphs has proved to be useful in the study of 
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percolation theory since exact results can be obtained. It is easy to verify that 
if m >~ 3, then both 0 and 1 are self-correcting fixed points for the majority 
vote system on 3-% A distinguished point % is chosen so that ~ >/7  if and only 
if there is a sequence %,  fil .... ,/3~,/3,/3~+1 ,..., ilk, a such that /31 e N(%), 
/3i+1 ~ N(fi~), i -~ 1,..., r -- 1 and i - -  r 4- 1,..., h and /3 e N( f i r )  , /3r+1 ~ N(/3), 
a e N(/3~). It is easy to verify that this partial order satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) For m = 2k -- 1, h >~ 2 
f(~) <~ (2h k -  2) fi7,-1, 0 < fi < ½, and for m = 2k, k > 2, (4.1) 
1 
f(/7) ~ (2kk- I)/7'~-1 for 0 < ~7 < ½. (4.2) 
(b) I f  m ) 5, then the configurations 0 and 1 are p-stable for the majority 
vote system for sufficiently small p. 
Proof. First let m = 2h- -1 .  Let D~,~ be defined as in (3.4), A~ 
{w: X..~(oo) = 1}, G~ ~ {w: X~_~ -:  1} and let C.+1 e Y]+*. (By ~ --  1 is 
meant Sup{/3: a > 5}.) Note that 
P(Xn+,~ = 1) <~ (2h- -  1) ' k fi'~(1 - -  2p)  4- p.  
Next, note that 
P(D,~ n Cn+l) -- 
and therefore 
P(D~ n C,+ 1 n A ,  ~ G~) 4- P(D~ n C~+ 1 n A~ c t~ G~) 
+ P(D~ n C~+I n A ,  c ~ Gn c) 4- P(Dn n C.+ z (3 A~ n G~ c) 
(4.3) 
4- P(A~ ~ G~ c) P(C,+I { A,, c~ G,~ c) (2h h 2)/~k 
Next, let m = 2k. In this case let D,,.~, d~,  G~ be defined as above. 
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First, note that 
P(Xn+I.~o = 1) ~< (k 2: 1)fl~+l(l -- 2p) q- p. 
Then 
P(D~ n C~+1) = P(D,~ n C,~+1 n .d~ n G, 0 -}- P(D~ n C~+I n A~ c n G~) 
4- P(D,, n C~+ 1 n A~ c n G~ c) -J- P(D~ n C~+~  A,~ n G~ c) 
---- P(A~ n G,)P(C~+, [A~ n G . ) (2~-  11)fi~-i 
~- P(A~ c n G~) P(C~+I [A~ c n G~) (2k k -- 1) fi~ 
2k- -  1 
+ v(a.  P(C.+, i& ( k + 1) 
+ p(A .  nG c )p(c .+ l iAn~G C) (2k ;1 ) f i~  
Hence 
f(~) ~ Max l( k~ 1)~/~+1 (22-  l)~k-lt 
-~- (2~-- I)~1¢-1 if ~ < ½. 
Now, recall from (3.14), 
R,~+~ < (1 -- 2p)f(R,~) q-p. 
I fm = 2k -- 1, we have 
R~+ 1~< (1 -  2p) (22-  ~)R~_ 1 + P. 
If k >~ 3 (m ~> 5), then the equation 
R = (1 -  2p)(2~- - 2)RI~_ 1 @p 
1 / 
(4.4) 
has for all sufficiently small p, two roots 0 < RI* < R~* < ½. Furthermore, 
RI* $ 0 as p ~ 0 so that for sufficiently small p, RI* < p~-2~-1 = 1/(2k -- 2). 
Part (b) then follows by Theorem 3.1(b). 
EXAMPLE. For the case m ----- 5, k ~ 3, (4.4) becomes 
R = (1 - -  2p) 6R 2 +p 
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and the two roots are given by 
+ (1 --  24/)(1 - -  2p)) "~ 
R~* =- 12(1 --  2p) , i=  1,2, if p (1 - -2p)  < 1/24. (4.5) 
It is easy to verify that in this case R~* < PY5 ~ 1 so that the states 0 and 1 
are p-stable if p(1 --  2p) < 1/24. 
THEORES'I 4.2. Consider a cellular automata with local transition functions 
{q~(.): c~ ~ A}, A = ~--2k-1, k ~> 3 and let 7o be an r-redundant fixed point with 
r ~ 3. Then 
[(2rh ~. j ? ] l  (2k -  lt]/j ]~,-1 for 0 ~</9 ~ ½. y(~) ~< Max '~  r 
In addition 7~ is p-stable for sufficiently small p. 
Proof. The proof is obtained by a similar computation to that of Theorem 4.2 
with k replaced by r. 
COROLLARY. The majority vote system on J-~k-1 with k >~ 4 has uncountably 
many p-stable fixed points. 
Pro@ The desired p-stable fixed points are obtained by modification of the 
configuration 0. Given c~ ~ A, fi ~ N(~), let ¢~7 denote the modification of Y 
such that 1-[0uAf 7 ~ 1. 
Now consider a countable chain B in A and consider the modifications ~bo 
where c~ ~ B. Then, as long as we allow the modification ~ for at most one 
fl ~ N@)~ B c for each c~, the modified configurations are r-redundant with 
r ~ k -  I. Clearly, there are uncountably many such configurations. The 
result then follows from Theorem 4.2. 
A stationary measure /z is said to be asymptotically stable if there exists a 
neighborhood U of/~ such that for all v ~ U, Tnv --> tz. Note that if ~ contains 
two stationary measures /z 1 and/~2, then neither can be asymptotically stable 
since T~'(~fz~ + (1 --  ~)/z2) ) ~ ~/z~ + (I --  a)/z, 2 for all a, 0 < oL < 1. Hence, 
we must introduce a weaker type of stability. The basin of attraction of/x, 
6g(tz ) ~ {v ~ Tnv--~/z}. A stationary measure is said to be conditionally 
asymptotically stable with respect o M C Mg(/') if there exists a neighborhood U 
of/x such that U c~ M C ~(/x). 
THEOREM 4.3. For sufficiently small p, there is exactly one stationary measure 
i~o ~ M~l. ~for the majority vote system with p-unreliable components, Furthermore, 
1% is conditionally asymptotically stable with respect o MR , ~ and gg(tXo) D MR, ~ 
for all R ~ Re*. 
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Pro@ We say that a site ~ is occupied by a descendent of the initial populat ion 
at epoch (n + 1), X~+I.~ -~ d if the fol lowing holds: 
Xo, ~ = d if and only if Xo.~, = 1, 
(4.6) 
X~+I,~ ~ d if Xn+l.~ = 1 and if Y~,~ = d for some f ~ 2( (@ 
Let  a~ ~ Sup:  P(Xn, :  -~ d). I f  m = 2k - -  1, then 
a+~+l ~ (2k -  1)an [(2k  - -  21)R~+'<I -  2p)+ p] .  (4.7) 
Hence, if RI* < 1/(2k - -  1) and R 0 < R2*, 
an+l < Fan with 0 < ~ < 1 for large n. 
Hence a~ -~ 0 as n ~ oo. But this implies that if/~ e MRo,~, R o < R2* , and B 
is finite, then 
P,(Xn.~ ~- d for some a E B) -+ 0 as n --* c~. (4.8) 
To  complete the proof, we must use the method of coupled processes intro- 
duced by R. L.  Dobrushin.  Let  
s '  -= {(x, y): x+{0, l, d),y E{0, 1}} --  {(0, 1), (1, 0)}, 
and let F '  = A s'. We now define a Markov chain {Y~} on F '  as above. Let  
D ~ {7+: 7+(fl) = (d, .) for some f ie  N(c~)}, 
Ca = {7+: I{fl: 7+(fl) = (0, "), fi e N(a)} I < ½ I N(a)]}, 
C2 = {7+: I{fl: 7(fi) = (', 0), f i e  N(a)}l < ½ ] N(~)I}. 
The local transit ion probabil it ies {q~(., .): c~ e A} are defined as 
q~(HN(~)7, C0, 0)) = p i f  7 e C~ n C 2 n D, 
q~(Hn(,)y, (d, 1)) = 1 - -  p if y ~ Cx n C 2 n D, 
q~(HN/,)y , (d, 0)) = 1 - -  2/) if  y e C1 t~ Ce c n D, 
q~(gN(~)7+ , (d, 1)) = p if 7+ e C~ n Ce c n D, 
q~,(gNa)7, (0, 0)) = p if 7 S C~ (5 C~ c t'3 D, 
q~,(HN(~)7, (d, 1)) = p if 7+ e (2'1 c n C2 c n D, 
q~(Hur~>r, (0, 0))  = 1 - -  p if >, ~ C~ n C~ n D, 
q~,(HN(~)7, (0, 0)) = p if 7+ e C~ ~ C 2 n n c, 
q~(IIz+(~)7, (1, 1)) = 1 ~p if 7+ e Ca c~ (72 n D c, 
q~(HN(~)7, (0, 0)) = 1 - -  p if 7+ e C~ c n C~ c t~ D c, 
q~(HN(,)7, (1, 1)) = p if 7+ e (2'1 c n C2 c n D c. 
(4.9) 
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Let 
Ha(x , y) =~ O if x=O,  
~1 if x=dor l ,  
H~(x, y)  ~- y,  y = 0 or 1. 
Then, Ha(Y~) and H2(Y~) are both Mrakov chains on / '  with probabil ity 
transition kernel {q~V(., "): ~ ~ A}. Given/z ~ MR, ~ with R < R2*, we define the 
initial measure, v for {Yn} as 
~(n~(Yo) = o) = 1, 
~(n~(Yo) E c )  = ~,(~), 
v(Yo, ~ = 1) -= 0 for each c~. 
We then have 
Given a finite set B C A and G ~ ~B, 
Tntz(G) = P.(HI(Y~, ) ~ G), 
T~8o(a) = P /H2(Y . )  ~ G). 
Hence 
T')x(G) --  T'~8o(G) ~ P~(II~(Y~) E G; HI(Y,~)~ ~ d for a ~ B) 
-+- P~(HI(Y.)  e G, H~(Y~)~ = d for some ~ ~ B) 
- p /Lr~(y,~)  ~ G,/ Ia(Y,~)~ :# d for ~ ~ B)  
- -  P~(/ir~(y,~) ~ G, ~a(Y~)~ = d for some ~ ~ B) .  
Hence 
t T~t~(G) - -  T~60(G)[ ~< P~(Ha(Y.)~ = d for some ~ e B) 
~- P~(X~,~, = d for some ~ ~ B). 
(4.1o) 
Therefore, T'/~ - -  T~60--~ 0 as n--~ co. But this is also true if /~ =/z0 ,  a 
stationary measure in Ma. . .  Hence T~/L --~/~0 for all k~ ~ Ma,~ with R < R2*. 
Hence/~0 is the only stationary measure in Ma. .  and every measure/~  MR, , 
with R < R~* belongs to ~(t*o). This completes the proof. 
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